PRINCIPLE OF HEALTH (EOH3401)
Assignment 1 (10%) 

Draw and describe a website of causation model for cardiovascular diseases

- Assignment should be minimum 3 pages excluding front page, Times New Romans, font size 12, 1 ½ spacing, have page numbers, cover page which consist of students full name and matrix number.

- Send the assignment via email to irmizaras@gmail.com Marks will be deducted for late submission.

- Due date: 26/10/2018
Assignment 2 (15%)

Discuss why vaccination is very important? & Why some people refuse to be vaccinated?

- Assignment should be minimum of 4 pages, Times New Romans, font size 12, 1½ spacing, have page numbers, cover page which consist of students full name and matrix number.
- Send the assignment via email to irnizaras@gmail.com
- Marks will be deducted for late submission.
- Due date: 16/11/2018
Mental health problem is increasing among Malaysian and soon will become the second leading health problems after cardiovascular diseases. Using the current situation of Malaysia, explain why this phenomena occurs.

- Assignment should be minimum of 5 pages, Times New Romans, font size 12, 1 ½ spacing, have page numbers, cover page which consist of students full name and matrix number.
- Send the assignment via email to irnizaras@gmail.com
- Marks will be deducted for late submission.
- Due date: 18/12/2018
Sending your Assignment

Ensure that your full name is stated as the sender and the title of your assignment should consists of EOH3401 JXXXX TUGASAN 1/2/3
Sending your Assignment

State your phone numbers.
Best Wishes ...!